An impartant f m u n of the CW RF excited Ar-He-Xe laser is the smng inhomogeneity of its transverse gain dishibution and of its rctactive index. We have shown recmUy [2] that both these facton @ut predominantly tbe laher) contribute to the formation of a peculiar two-lobe output mode pattern, which seto be typical for this laser. In this paper we describe a more general case including a laser resonator with strongly misaligned power were mcasund as a hction of . ,. 
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Sclfdifirsction of the laser intraravity beams in the aetiv~ rod. Fax:(7-095)135-I 1-24, E-mail:tsvetkov~lskr.gpi.ru
During the last years the promising results were achieved in the field of the phasc conjugate oscillators and amplifiers while using the dynamical hologaphic gratings formed in the active media and passive Q-switches. At the same time the crcatim of L e adaptive resonstor for the free-wing mode laser is also of great interest. To attain this goal we soldied the intracavity beams diffraction and interference processes for f r e e -w i n g Nd-laser. Schematic of the experbent set-up is shown in Fig.1 . The polarization-coupled resonator is formed by two high-reflecting mirrors HKI and HP.2 Output coupling is produced by a waveplatdpolarizer (hi4 -PL) combination. The interference panem IS unnen in the active rod AR (Nd:YAG 0818x60 mm) by the inuacawty beam splitted by thc additional mirmr MI (R=3U%) in three nearly equal intensity beams. The angles between the beam ares falling in the planc of figurc and thc re~onator axis am correspondingly -2a. U and Za, wherc a Is thc angle of MI mirror inclination. W i l e using the semitransparent mirror M2 and objmtive lens LI the arbitrary cros-sedon af the active rod may be projected to the plane of the detecting System VSI for the detailed study ofthe paramcten of the interference panem inside the rod. Simultlneously the far-field intensity distribution is sNdied with the use of lens L2 (f = Zm) and detecting system VSZ.
The resulls of the investigations demonshate. that the highly contrast intnfcronce partem is writton inside the active rod as a number of the parallel layers, directed under the angles of +a with re~peet U) the cavity axis. At the same time the farfield intensity dishibution also possesses the fringe stlllchme in all three spots. Arising of this fringe pattcm is well explained by the selfdiffraction of the inkacavily beams inside the active rod and the distance between the fringes depends an thc distance between interference layers inside the rod in the plane VSZ is stlll~gly dependent of the a value and decreases with the increase of this angle. The far-field diffraction partem disappears while the magnihlds of a exceeds some critical value when the intracavity emission staTt8 to CTOSG the bright and dark regions dthe pmpagatiao through the active rod.
To determine the o i~ of the highly efficient intracavity interference and selfdiffraction we studied the spectral pmpcrdec ofthc output emission. It was shown that thc specmm was formed by the wide enough pedestal with the width of -I c d and namw (-10' CIS') line. TIK intensity of the lie was about 100 rimes more than the magnirude of intensity of the wide spechlllll.
The results &ow, that e m without special spectral selectors intracavity emission of the he-running laser is able to write an efficient interfcmce pattern inside the kser rad. This effect may be used to mate a phasbeonjugate oscillator operated in a free-mming mode.
The research was supponed in the frames ofproject NATO Laser cavity, Skl-974143. 0-7803-631 9 -1 / 0 0 1 $ 1 0 . 0~~0 IEEE
